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Claude Renaud, also known as
“The Ascot” has been spotted
on the yacht.
“The Ascot” is wanted in several countries for extortion,
smuggling, and racketeering.

A yacht in the South Pacific we have been
monitoring needs to be eliminated. The
yacht, named ‘Journey’s End’ is anchored
just offshore of the Cook Islands.

You will be issued gear and water-proof explosives.
We hope you are up for some scuba diving, Special Agent.

The timer on the
explosives will be
set to 5 minutes,
just enough time for you
to swim back to shore.
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Once you’ve made it to the beach, a vehicle will be
waiting for you. The keys will be under the seat.

BO O M

When the mission is completed, return to the rendezvous
point immediately for debriefing. Good luck, Agent Angel!

$%#&@!
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The South Pacific....
This is island dog. Got
a big scoop here, boss.
this web cam working?

COme in Home team. Do
you read me? Come in
home team.

We read you, island
dog. That camera’s
working fine.

well,
Some unusual
shipping activity
at a small
island nearby.

What do you have
for us, island dog?

Nothing
illegal as far
as I could tell,

items like
heavy duty chains,
electrified fences,
custom-made 25 foot cage,
and tons and tons
of bananas.

but high quantities
of some pretty unusual
stuff raised a red flag
for me.

We just had
Emily Angel destroy
a banana smuggling
operation near Tahiti.

So I checked into
this island, and the
locals are terrified
to even go near it.

They say it’s haunted by
a large creature. some
local legend, I guess.

!
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-- some
guy named
‘menace.’

Well, I looked
into who owns
this island --

What’s his story?

just some
primatologist but
he does have
ties with--

Look out
island dog! it looks
like a monkey is
breaking through
your window!

what?

The Strange Case of
Later, at an innocuous
looking gym...

The gym serves as a cover for
for Emily Angel.

Hello?

Turn on
your TV.
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Strange way to
get orders -- from
Television
commercials!

closed captions and other considerations for 3MZ provided by:

visit Mr. travel guy dot
com to book your trip to
balmy Tahiti today!

. ravel Guy
MrT
sez
visit

TAHITI

the normal viewer has no idea that
embedded into the Television
commercials are secret
messages to Emily Angel.

Horizon’s cellular network
has superior coverage so you
never have to worry about
losing contact with someone.

Secret Spy translation:
Here is your new assignment,
Agent Angel.

When used as directed,
Relieve provies unmatched
pain relief compared with
other pain relievers.

Fewer
DROPPED
CALLS

Secret Spy translation:
There’s some sort of
trouble going on in Tahiti.

Coming up:
Luna Lohard’s
drunken tirade]

guess I’m going
back to the
South Pacific.

Pain relief
where you

need it most!

Secret Spy translation:
We lost contact with our agent
stationed there. we need you,
Agent Angel, to investigate his
disappearance.

Secret Spy translation:
there may be something
dangerous brewing in Tahiti,
possibly a development of some
kind of dangerous weapon.

Tahiti...

ARRIVALS
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So, where to?
The American
Embassy, Please.

!

Yellow
Cab Co.

Throw me your line!
Here!

You shouldn’t be here!
And I don’t want
to be here. I hate it here!
But it’s urgent! Where--?

The main house.
Take the path
over there.
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What brings you
here, Ascot?

She’s here!
And she’s going to
find out about this
operation!
This is getting big!

She is not a
problem.

TAKE HiM!

Take the
cage. He will
Dispose of her.

But--
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Meanwhile, at the U.S. Embassy...

...and that's all we
know of your operative
"island Dog."

Although
I can’t help but wonder who
else on your staff knew about
our operations here.

well, thank you
for all your help,
Ambassador.

There must be a leak
somewhere here!
A Leak? oh Agent!

Someone knew
we had an agent in
the area!

Really!

There are
no LEaks
here!
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Well, Mr Ambassador,
I think it’s probably time
for me to go.
Will you
see me out?

Of course
Agent!

I’m sorry I couldn’t be
more helpful, agent.

Actually, there’s one
last thing I need to
check in here if you
don’t mind.

if there’s any way
I can help you
during your stay...

Of course you can
look, but what does
checking the storage
closetshhh!

!

in the
Storage
Closet?

9

!

I think we just
found your leak,
Mr Ambassador.
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After a fruitless search for the
team of surveillance monkeys,
Emily Angel decides to search
for clues at Island Dog’s house...

...only to find the house tossed.

[sigh]
What a
mess!

Now, this is
interesting!

reep.

Alright, Let’s get
you out of there.
he bit me!
*!#@$!

What?
Where’d
he Go?

Bo

!
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nyah nyah nyah nyah!

a

+

=

=

RiP

!
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[phew]

H E Y!

Some
kind of
Attack
Monkey!
caught me
completely
unaware -like an
amateur!

Got to use
his momentum
against him --

And finish
with a kick
to the gut!
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KLUD
!
A Knife!

KL A N G
!

!

ptoo
e
y
!
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Co

me

on!

#$%@!!

!

[Ahem]
Being a bit of
a peeping tom
Aren’t you?

Who?

What the -She’s beating
him?
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Now -- While he’s
distracted -- I need to
find something to polish
him off!

C

rick!

Hopefully
there’s
something in
this cabinet!

[Phew!]
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Hey--wait a
second!

!
KONK

Whoa!

!

Special Agent
Fitzgerald.

Who are you?

I surrender!
I surrender!

The C.i.A?

C.i.A.

Really?

Really.
We’re on the
same side!

C.I.A.
SPECIA

L AGENT
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Seeing as how you flattened me with that
saucepan, this little guy probably wasn’t
much of a match for you.

You know -I’ve heard about these attack
Monkeys but never seen one!

Yeah,
Sorry about
that.

Well, We should really tie this
guy up before he wakes...
...up!

Uh...
a little help?
Agent?

Hang on-I’ve got an idea!

Here--put him in this
trash can!
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[Phew!]

We need to weight
down the Lid, before he
breaks out!

What a little
monster! is that trash
can holding him?

The Microwave?
Yeah.
So why is
the C.i.A.
following
me?

Barely!

We’re not!
in the course of
investigating a missing
oil tanker --

we came across
the guy who sicced
this monkey on you:

Watch out!

The
Ascot’s
involved?

Wait-- how’d you know
the Ascot sent this
monkey after me?

I spoke to him briefly outside,
right before he took off.

WHAT?
You let him Go?

!
NG
O
KL

The Ascot.
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Like I said, My investigation led me
to a petty criminal named ‘The
Ascot.’ When I picked up his trail,
he led me to this beach house.

Take it EasY!
I planted a tracer
on him!

I was too late to stop him from
releasing this attack monkey on
you but I could prevent his
further involvement so I posed
as the Homeowner--

[Ahem]
Being a bit of
a peeping tom
Aren’t you?

Who might
you be?

Who?

Apparently he didn’t see me
pull in with all the excitement
going on.

This guy couldn’t be the brains
behind all of this--

So instead of taking him in,
grilling him and potentially
getting nothing out of it-Take
care
now.

Er...I was
just leaving!

THAT’D
PROBABLY
BE BEST.

I mean, There’s nothing in The
Ascot’s profile to suggest that
he’d be capable of training
monkeys to attack people!

Whoever this mastermind
is, The Ascot’s gonna
lead us to him!

But he’d lead us to whoever
was The mastermind. So a quick
pat on the back allowed me to
stick a tracer bug on him.

“us”
Agent?

Yeah -- us!
What, you have
a better lead?

I let him go.

What’s the range
of your bug?
A few miles but Don’t
worry, I drive fast.
We’ll catch up to him!

Come on!
I’m parked
around front.
20

island Dog’s files did say
something about a island-Let’s follow him!
Doesn’t this car turn into
a boat oR something?

Looks like he’s
headed out to sea.

Soon...
The Signal’s
almost Dead!

What? No!
Let’s get a boat.

Ping

!

!

Ping

We’re not
Gonna need it!

Look!
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This is some sort
of secret base!

I guess
this place is as good
of as any to dock.

Welcome
Agents!

A pleasure
to make your
aquaintance.

I’m doctor
Julius Menace!

oboy.
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I must confess,
I had...misgivings
about having guests...

But now on second Thought,
it might be appropriate for
others to witness my genius.

How modest.

Witness what, doctor?

it may be best just to
show you. But unfortunately, I
am not quite ready just yet...

Well, we’re
a captive audience.
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Perhaps a brief
history of myself and
this island will help
pass the time and give
you some insight.

Ah -- I see
they’re ready for
us now!

This way please,
Agents.

This has gone far enough, Menace.
First you have your monkey attack
us, and then dress us up and
serve us dinner?!
Now we’re to blindly follow
you to who-knows-where?

As you pointed
out, Agent Fitzgerald...
you are a captive audience.
Now, please this way.

Please don’t make me
force you, Agent.

Now, Where was I?
oh, yes, a little history.

I believe you
had...difficulties
with the last
attack Monkey.

Rest Assured Remington here
is far more...devastating!
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This island is unique. it is a tiny speck.
A unique speck discovered by the crew
of The Radiant Star using a map made by
an unfortuate native whose canoe had
been blown out to sea. I was part of
that crew.

We were led by Karl Graves, the
celebrated wildlife photographer.

Past his prime as a photographer, Graves was looking for one last,
great photograph. Greaves believed that there was something on this
island - some unique subject that would bring him back to the top.

There
were
mutterings
among the
crew of
Graves being
mad. Yet we
followed him. Who
was more mad?

Our expedition came upon a gigantic
fence. A fence so large that it must
have spanned the entire island; neatly
splitting it in two halves.
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At the base of the large gate, We
encountered The natives of the island
participating in a bizarre ritual.

They performed a strange dance and
chanted Krong! Krong! Krong!

Either they didn’t notice us, or were
not bothered by our presence. We
then witnessed the natives bring a
girl to the gate.

The chanting continued to almost a frenzy as
two natives removed the gate’s crossbar.

The Large Gong that sat atop
the gate was sounded...

The Gate was pushed open
revelaing a Strange alter...
26

the natives lashed The girl to the strange altar.

The Natives then scattered, leaving only us and
the girl. Suddenly, there was what sounded like a
drum getting closer and closer until the sound
was almost deafening.

suddenly, he appeared! Bending trees like they
were twigs - an ape-like creature the size of a
small building stalked out of the dark jungle!
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Oh, come on! A giant Ape? Really?

Yes, Agent
Fitzgearld.
A giant Ape.

Agents -I present to
you --

Krong!
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HA HA HA HA!

Your Reactions
Are similar to my old
Crew mates!

But...
But How did
You capture
this ape?

We stood there
dumb-founded as
the great beast
absconded
with
the girl.

Graves instantly
wanted to try and
capture the beast.
Graves had an idea to
bring him to america.

I had different ideas for the
monstrous Ape. But, as the
initial goal was to capturing
Krong, I went along with
Graves’ plan.

To have Krong become
some sort of attraction
-- Amusement for the
masses with Greaves as
the ring-leader.

Just What are
your plans for
this ape, Doctor?

All in good time, my dear!
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Graves had a supply of gas
grenades on board the Radiant
Star. I don’t know if he always
packed such things or if he was
expecting to capture a gigantic
gorilla.

The plan was simple.
Use The captain and
some unfortunate
crew
member
as
bait...

Caution

!

When the gas finally cleared, we
found a very unconscious ape.

To Get Krong into
Position and knock
him out with the
Gas Grenades.

Graves Rejoiced. The plan was a
success. Somewhat.

With
the
loss
of
the
captain, I began to sew
seeds of discontent among
the remainder of the crew.

ZZZ

PErhaps too much discontent one day I found the Radiant Star
and half her crew gone.

With the crew gone,
I Desperately needed a
workforce; I started
training the monkeys
of this island.

it took months to build a
temporary cell for Krong.
Once it was completed, I no
longer had a use for Graves.
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Contacting the criminal
Organization F.i.E.R.C.E.*
I sold them my plan.
Soon I received funds to
construct this entire
structure.

This Construction is
what alerted your
agent “island Dog”
to my operation.

Your discovery of my surveillance team was unfortunate, Agent angel. But they
no longer matter. Soon the
entire world will know of me
and krong!

BLUEPRINTS
* F.i.E.R.C.E. = Figures involved
in Enforcement of Revenge
and Criminal Enterprises

You see, I constructed
a collar with a radio
receiver and placed it on
Krong’s neck.

Luckily, I had “eyes” and
“ears” in your embassy
to alert me.

Early Tests
showed when the
receiver emitted
a hyper frequency
it drove the
beast mad!

With Krong under my control, I
will extort billions from cities
around the globe.

After much experimenting I
found that I could control
the beast!

Lift The
Boulder!

if they defy me - they will
face the wrath of Krong!

This is insane!

You
Can’t!

A missing tanker is the
reason you’re involved
in this affair I believe,
Agent Fitzgerald.
Take
it Easy
Agent!

I Won’t
Let
you!
That Tanker
is on its way
to this island
as we speak.

Wait!

Yes, I can Agent!
All I need is
a way to transport Krong.
F.i.e.r.c.e. lent me the Ascot
to help aquire a tanker.

!

zipp

Wha?

Oof!

SQ

UI

SH!
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Wait--

[Phew]

A
A
A
H
H

!

AGENT!!!

Hmmm.

Watch your
step, agent.

Hey!

This is a
nightmare!

BACK!

BACK!

Am I?
Would you prefer Agent,
to become one of Krong’s
sacrifices?

I apologize Agent...a small
shock from the collar usually
keeps Krong within the bounds
of that cage.

I do apologize.
Let me lower
his cage.

the natives sacrificed girls to
Cong -- the ape must have thought
you were an offering as well.

You’re barbaric!

Now, Come
Agent--

So tell me,
Doctor--

The Ascot will
Soon Arrive with
The Tanker!

--How do you
plan to get
Krong to the
oil tanker?
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Here is
the Command
Center!

it is From here
we shall witness
my greatest
achievement!

SH
SWI

The Ascot should
be joining us on
the video screen
right about now.

!

We’re almost
Prepared to
receive doctor.
We will be
ready for you.
Menace out.

Ah, Ascot --

Excellent!

Hmm
Quite clever
Doctor!

Whatever
do you Mean,
Agent?

Unless I’m mistaken,
These monitors explain
how you plan to get Krong
on that tanker!
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The mountain this compound
sits upon is a facade!

Krong’s cage will be
lowered to the jungle
floor by an elevator.

Then the crane will load the
cage into the tanker and
transport Krong to--

then transported
by rail to a waiting crane.

There are hidden doors
that open into the jungle.

The eastern Seaboard of
the United State -- New york
City in particular. You are
quite correct, Agent.

Now -- initiate

phase one

my simian servant!
Kudos to your
keen intellect!

PHASE ONE INITIATED...
OUTER DOORS OPENING.

sHish!

Shish!
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ru r g h...
Now I remember!
How’s it going,

Big Guy?

Where?

[Phew]
That good, huh?

Hey!
The floor’s
giving away!

VVVNNNN!

Not the floor -the cage!
Hang on Buddy!
I’ll find a way to
free you!
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Hey!

Wait-who are
you?

This way!

Hurry!

I’m graves!
were you
serious about freeing
the ape?

sure I was serious...
wait a minute -- Graves.
of course! the explorer
with Dr. Menace!
Yes -- Graves.
You live here?

this guy’s
lost his
mind!

no. not live.
Prison Cell!
captive of Menace.

Live?
heh.

heh.

huh.

Now Where’s
this supposed
to lead to?

This way!
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I must admit -- moving
Krong’s cage is a tad slow.

I think it’s all quite ingenious!
Tell me -- how many tests has
this system gone through?

This is the trial run!
But what
would happen if
something would
fail?
that’s unlikely...
after all, I designed
this system...

VVVNNNN!

I wouldn’t be so sure
about that, Doctor!

buzz

SH
O
V
!E

t!

!
G
N
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L
C

EMERGENCY STOP ENGAGED.
CAGE ELEVATOR OPERATION HALTED.

Seize
HER!

!
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Razor
tipped
Bananas?!

shhH
OS

Geez!

ooo

o
Ooo
WH

That was
close!

how many of these
things does this
monkey have?

Can’t keep dodging
forever! gonna
have to go on the
offensive.

I hate
fighting
in heels!

Finally!

Where are we,
Graves?

The end of
the tunnel!

I feel like
a sardine!

Power generator
room!

turn off?

Yeah, great. I don’t
see what the big deal
is with -- Hey, wait a
minute!

No.
No.

Are you suggesting we
turn off the power?

These are diesel
powered generators.

They should be easy
enough to blow up!

Thank god Dr. Menace
isn’t green enough
for solar power!

Destroy
generators!
Destroy
Base!

I like where
your head is at!

Okay!

This cheap Tux
coat soaked in
Diesel should act
as a perfect
fuse!

You have
matches or a
light, right
Greaves?

p
Rip
p!
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Come on quit
messing around!

No!

Look, no offense, but in your
current state could you even
light a match?

No.

MY
Fault!

I’ll light
the fuse.

Give me the
matches.

You?

Alright
Graves.

All this is My fault!
Cong!
Menace!
all my fault.
Must be me who destroys it!

Good luck,
Graves.

I understand.

Door
will lead
to marina!
Take Boat!
Escape!

Go!

S
K

Go!

H!
C
iT
R

Whoosh!

Now Doctor,
let’s finish
this!

WARNING! MAIN POWER OFFLINE.
COMMAND CENTER EMERGENCY
POWER GENERATOR ENGAGED.

BO
OM
!

Wha?

“Without power the electrified
collar around Krong’s Neck is
useless!”

S
NA

What happened
to the lights?

POWER
FAILURE

!
P

ERROR

Oh NO!

Once free of his cage, Krong can
easily shimmy down the elevator shaft.
And without the collar, Krong should
be able to escape his cage with ease!
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I will not have you
defeat me, Agent!

I will
recapture the
beast and prove
my genius!
With the power out, the secret
doors remain wide open!
Krong can escape into the jungle.

!

BOOM!

You’ll see! You’ll all see!
Must REcapture Krong!

F IZZ!
FIT

Z!

EVACUATE! EVACUATE!

Stop!
I Command
you to stop!
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EMily!

Wow!
I found you.
we gotta go!

These
explosions -this is your
doing isn’t it?

Couldn’t wait
until we were
outside to blow
up the base?

Run now!
criticize later!

!
BOOM

At least the
boat’s still
here! Lucky!

Hurry!

This place is
coming apart!

Hang on!
I’m cranking
this sucker!
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Krong!
it is I,
your master!
I command you to
Return to your
cage! You Will!

You will return to
you cage! You will
Obey! You Will!
oh.

engine’s dead. Probably damaged
from one of the explosions.

Look!
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Looks like he escaped Dr.
Menace’s compound too!

it’s
Krong!

Good luck,
big guy.

what?
‘big guy’?

Hey, Krong and I got real
close when I was trapped in
that shaft! His cage was
right there!

Two apes
getting along together is
hardly breaking news,
Fitzgerald.

Very funny.

You know I’m kidding, right?!
As strange as it sounds,
we stopped a madman from
subjugating a feakishly large
ape into doing his evil will!

I just have one
question: how are we
gonna get to shore?

I wouldn’t worry,
Emily. the smoke
is pretty big
signal beacon --
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“...our boys should be
here in no time.”
Ahoy Stolen vessel!
This is the U.S. Navy!
Surrender or prepare
To be boarded!

No messages, a large smoke plume
and now U.S. Navy Helicopters?
Hmm...
Looks like Emily Angel
proved too much for
Doctor Menace.

The Fool!

Listen up you Scallywags -We’re abandoning ship!
Every monkey for himself!

END

$%#&@!

The revolution
is just a

T-shirt
away!
Regular

Show your love of Emily Angel with
this exciting T-shirt from Jeff
Hotchkiss and Redbubble.com! Emily
Angel T-shirts are top quality, 100%
cotton American Apparel shirts.
Guaranteed to make your friends
envious. You’ll find yourself wearing
a Emily Angel T-shirt everywhere -at home, to school, shopping, even to
the beach! So don’t miss out on the
fun -- order today!
Available in the sizes
• Small
• Medium
• Large
• X-Large
• 2XL
And a multitude of colors including:

V-Neck

• White
• Heather Gray
• Light Blue
• Light Pink
• Light Gray
• Gold
• Creme
And a variety of shirt styles:
• Regular T-Shirt
• V-Neck
• Babydoll
• Long Sleeve

To order go to:
Babydoll

www.emilyangel.net/store

The Strange Case of
When a fellow agent goes missing in Tahiti,
Emily Angel must brave mysterious agents,
smugglers and attack monkeys to uncover
the mystery of Dr. Menace.

!

